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Details of Visit:

Author: chris1957
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 9 Sep 2014 3:45
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 165
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

The premises were small but clean and friendly,drinks provided parking was not neccsary for me as
walked from station (wished I had not). Nice plesent atmosphere.

The Lady:

Stunning Cindy is about 5ft 8 blonde and a gorgeous figure, lovely kissable lips, perfect 10 for me.

The Story:

Well not had sex for about 7 months and was going through Adultwork when I came across some
profiles for gfe, Had to narrow it down and choose Cindy and boy what a choice, words failed
me.100 out of 10. I told her that was what I marked her as she asked me to put it in she did say
please....
She was dressed as I wanted her stockings and black bra pants and she looked stunning, after the
walk upstairs where my eyes never left that superb butt of hers we got past the prelimes and whilst I
took a shower Cindy took the money to cashier. I wanted to take my time thats why I booked for so
long I dont like wham bam thanks gone...Cindy appriciated what I said and as we laid on the bed
exploring one another Cindy took charge and in her own words went to say hello!...and was
plesantly surprised..well blessed she performed superb oral without, and after so long I had had
enough it was time to get to grips with Cindy where do I start well we kissed and I started moving
downwards kissing my way down her gorgeous body stopping at her gorgeous breasts then
onwards to a gorgeous pussy, I love oral I could have stopped there for ages and probably did
Cindy loved it..her orgasm ripped through her body no mistake there she tasted beautifull wow.
After more kissing and cuddles I massaged Cindy it was getting near entry time and after some
more oral down went Cindy to cover my cock in rubber, then on with the show....wow wow wow I
muttered some words on entry she was so tight I thought of self control and luckily kept control and
after a some lovely slow sex I quickened as I took her from behind and to finish ended with a finger
massaging her soaking pussy whilst I MASSAGED MYSELF SHE LOVED IT...IT WENT
EVERYWHERE.. TOLD HER I HAD BEEN
SAVING IT...THANKS CINDY...SEE YOU WHEN I HAVE RECOVERD...XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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